Basic Pricing for Dijifi Services
A majority of our clients need us to provide the following services. While we do a lot more, here is most of
what people ask us for. We have free pick up and delivery in NYC area for larger orders and also provide
pick up and delivery at $15 per direction. We have volume discounts. These are retail prices and we have
discount prices for larger volume orders for cash or check payments. While we do burn to CD or DVD, we no
longer recommend such formats as they are becoming obsolete.

Video Services
Consumer Tape Conversion to MP4

NTSC VHS, HI8, MiniDV 
1 Hour = $20
Each additional Hour = $15
PAL or Other non NTSC prices differ.
Different lossless codec mov/avi  $5 per type/cost waived for larger orders.

Professional or HD Tape Conversion to MOV or AVI Codec Lossless

Umatic ¾ inch Betacam Pro HDCam HI8HD, DVCam, Betamax  Flat $65 for up to 2 Hours

Rare Tape Conversion to MOV or AVI Codec Lossless

Helica.l Video tape MII tape  Flat $95 for up to 2 hours, plus tape cleaning where required for older tapes
that are degrading.
Note  repair and extra cleaning is additional cost depending on type of tape; additional hours charged at $25
per hour.

Photo Services
We provide either standard resolution level or full resolution and resolutions vary depending on type
of media. We also provide either raw scan, direct scan or complete scan services. Majority of our
clients ask for full resolution with direct service which means image is captured at higher resolution
to allow for HD viewing and is edited for specks, rotation and cropping.

Photo Prints  standard sizes
Prints (up to 5x7):
Standard Resolution (300 dpi) 

Raw = $.50/each;

Direct = $.70/each;

Complete = $.90/each

Full Resolution (600 dpi) 

Raw = $.70/each;

Direct = $.94/each;

Complete = $1.10/each

Standard Resolution (300 dpi) 

Raw = $1.08/each;

Direct = $1.59/each;

Complete = $1.85/each

Full Resolution (600 dpi) 

Raw = $1.41/each;

Direct = $1.80/each;

Complete = $2.55/each

Prints (up to 8.5x11):

Prints (up to 12x17):
These all run on our extra large scanner regardless of resolution (we can do both 300 dpi and 600 dpi)
Raw= $4.70

Direct= $9.95

Complete= $15

Larger photo prints, book pages, album covers, art etc
Prints larger than 12x17 do not fit onto our flatbed scanners and must either be scanned in pieces and digitally stitched, or
rephotographed on our copy stand. The pricing for these Extra Large prints depends on the size, but starts at $15 per stitch

Film negatives photo (larger size negatives can also be converted)
35mm Negatives:
Standard Resolution (2500 dpi)  Raw = $.66/each;

Direct = $.73/each;

Complete = $1.10/each

Full Resolution (4000 dpi)  Raw = $.79/each;

Direct = $.90/each;

Complete = $1.35/each

Standard Resolution (1500 dpi)  Raw = $3.50/each;

Direct = $3.75/each;

Complete = $4.50/each

Full Resolution (3000 dpi) 

Direct = $7.00/each;

Complete = $8.00/each

Direct = $6/each;

Complete = $7/each

Direct = $10/each;

Complete = $12/each

Medium Format Negatives (120/220):
Raw = $6.00/each;

Large Format Negatives (4x5, 8x10):
Standard Resolution (4x5 is 600 dpi; 8x10 is 300 dpi) 
Raw = $5/each;
Full Resolution (4x5 is 1200 dpi; 8x10 is 600 dpi) 
Raw = $7/each;

Slides  standard size slides
35mm Slides:
Standard Resolution (2500 dpi)  Raw = $0.61/each;

Direct = $0.72/each;

Complete = $1.10/each

Full Resolution (4000 dpi) 

Direct = $0.95/each;

Complete = $1.35/each

Standard Resolution (2500 dpi)  Raw = $1/each;

Direct = $1.25/each;

Complete = $1.50/each

Full Resolution (4000 dpi) 

Direct = $1.79/each;

Complete = $1.99/each

Raw = $0.86/each;

APS/110/126/super slides:

Raw = $1.55/each;

Audio Services
We convert to WAV files but can also handle other formats including MP3 and FLAC. Our services includes
either raw transfer which transfers audio as it was recorded originally or as a complete service where we
separate tracks and also do editing including eliminating hiss and we normalize the sound. Price below is for
WAV capture RAW service.

Cassette  one or two sided  we capture both sides. $18

LP / vinyl record  all speeds  both sides. $18

Audio reels
3”5” $18
5”7” $24
7”10” $28

ADAT DAT tapes  both sides transfer. $30

Film Services
We transfer 8mm, super 8mm, 16mm as well as sound. Our standard service includes cleaning, audio
syncing and raw transfer. We can either transfer the film in standard definition which is same as DVD quality
and HD which is blue ray quality i.e. 1080 dpi. We charge based on length of tape i.e. number of feet. We
have two levels of service  direct and complete. The basic difference is that with complete we do color
correction. We recommend HD complete service.

Our price depends on the length of the film which can be estimated based on the size of the reel.
HD Direct service = $0.45/ft

HD Complete Service = $0.61/ft

We charge extra for sound transfer at $0.25/ft. For extra cleaning and repair, we charge $0.12/ft. Our
prices includes standard color correction for complete service but if additional work is required, we charge
based on amount of time needed to correct after we get approval from client.

DVD & CD Services
We transfer video to DVD and duplicate DVD or we transfer sound or photo to CD.
Many of our clients also want us to transfer DVD or CD to digital version on a hard
drive so they can destroy the originals. We have quantity based pricing.
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Digital Transfer and Storage
We transfer to your hard drive or USB drive if you bring one in or we can sell one. We can source
any size but most of our clients do not need more than 1TB. If you bring in your drive, we charge
$15 to transfer to your drive. This is to cover our cost of data storage and time spent to do the
transfer. We can also FTP transfer or dropbox transfer the data at $15 per 500MB of data transfer.
We keep your video file data for up to 30 days using Air Labs cloud storage for free and you can
have access to the data on that service for 30 days without charge but you must continue service
thereafter for an extra fee or files are erased. For photo and audio, we keep files on our servers for
up to 30 days. If you want longer data storage with us, you must make advance arrangements for
cold data storage at $15 per month for up to 1TB of data.

USB 1TB HDDs with file loading, starting at $85

USB 8GB+ Thumb drives with file loading, starting at $32

Dijifi is proud to partner with AirLabs, providing video and film cloud services, 30 days for free for qualifying
customers.

Technology Services
We recover data on computers and hard drives as well as transfer from old hard drives and systems to newer
central NAS drives data or the cloud for our clients. This is custom work with standard pricing. We also
recover data from older data storage formats such as floppy disk.

Per disk transfer price depends on volume, but standard price per disk is $20 and for larger orders prices are
as low as $5 (more than 10 disks)

Blue screen of Death? Black screen of nothing? Sad Mac Computer (X_X)?
Bring it to us, we’ll look into the issue. If the data is intact, we can back it up.

Need to your computer to look and feel like new again?
Restore OS to factory settings on Windows, Mac OS, or Linux systems
Restore OS = $150
Restore OS with backup of personal files starting at $175

Virus and Malware issues?
We will remove the pesky bugs crawling around your registry.
Standard Removal = $125

